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Finding a good journal

When starting a new project, have an A-star journal in mind.

If you don’t succeed at an A-star journal, trickle sideways to the 
next A-star journal (and then downwards to an A-ranked journal).

Read editorials to know what editors look for and position your 
manuscript accordingly.

Think thoroughly to establish the merits of your chosen topic.

See: http://www.abdc.edu.au/master-journal-list.php



Finding a good topic

Trend Special issue Traditional



Positioning the manuscript

Novelty – something new to say to the discipline.
Tackling the “so what” factor:
– Are the findings obvious?

– Could the findings make a difference to practice?

– Could the findings answer some previously unresolved research 
questions or spur more research in the area?

– If not, why should readers keep reading?

Replications and extensions need to provide new insights and 
innovative approaches (theory, method).



Positioning the manuscript

Three research domains:

Domain Substantive Conceptual Methodological

What? Problem driven Theory driven Methodology driven

How? - Choose a valuable topic 
that interests you.

- Imitation may be the 
sincerest form of flattery, 

but also limits your 
chances of creating a 
unique contribution.

- Acquire a strong reading 
list on the topic 

(e.g. systematic reviews, 
meta-analysis articles)

- Study a host of different 
theories.

- Read original sources and 
recent applications.

- Try integrating multiple 
theories.

- Choose a method and research 
design appropriate to the problem.

- Have a broad background in 
quantitative and qualitative 

research.

- Find colleagues whom you find 
interesting and who have skills sets 

that synergistically add to the 
research.

Source: Levy, M., & Grewal, D. (2007). Publishing perspectives from the editors. Journal of Retailing, 83(3), 247-252.



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

Title:

– If you saw this title, what would you expect in the manuscript?

– Does this title make you excited to read the manuscript?

– Tip: Address the key problem; concise; subtitle is optional.

Source: LaPlaca, P., Lindgreen, A., & Vanhamme, J. (2018). How to write really good articles for premier academic journals. Industrial Marketing Management, 68, 202-209.



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

Abstract:
– Is the abstract written clearly, and is it jargon free?
– Does the research described in this abstract interest you?
– Does the research make a significant contribution to the field of study?
– Would you pay $50 or €50 to download the article described in this 

abstract?
– Tip: Summarize key components of the manuscript; keep to word limit.

Keywords:
– Tip: Be selective; about 4 to 5 keywords to represent substantive, 

theoretical, and methodological domains; may be chosen from list online.

Source: LaPlaca, P., Lindgreen, A., & Vanhamme, J. (2018). How to write really good articles for premier academic journals. Industrial Marketing Management, 68, 202-209.



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

Introduction:
– What is the problem? 

– Are there existing solutions? 

– Which solution is the best? 

– What is the main limitation in existing 
theory? 

– How are these limitations problematic? 

– And what do you hope to achieve? 

– Note: Just because some research has 
not been carried out before, this is no 
justification for undertaking that 
research now!

Source: LaPlaca, P., Lindgreen, A., & Vanhamme, J. (2018). How to write really good articles for premier academic journals. Industrial Marketing Management, 68, 202-209.

– Tip: Send just the introduction to six 
people not connected with the research 
and ask them to describe: 

(1) The research question or the 
manuscript’s contribution; 
(2) The underlying framework of the 
research; and 
(3) The gap that the research will fill 
and the importance of doing so. 
 If the responses vary, the writing is 
not clear and needs improvement. 
 If the responses are not what the 
authors intended, the writing needs 
clarification. 
 If the people respond that the gap is 
of little importance, authors have to 
demonstrate that the gap is indeed 
important (or submit the manuscript to 
another journal).



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

Method:
– What is the research design?

• Quantitative/qualitative/conceptual/methodological; 
instruments (and source); manipulation check.

– What is the data collection procedure?*
• Sample population (and why), sample location (and why), sampling 

method (and why), sampling procedure, how you minimize potential 
bias (especially for non-random).

– What is the data analysis procedure?*
• Data analysis: What it is, what it can do, and why you choose it?

– How is rigor established?
• Quantitative (e.g. reliability, validity).
• Qualitative (e.g. authenticity, trustworthiness).
• Multiple samples / studies (and does it work with a 

real sample).



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

Discussion:
– Describe how the results relate to the original question or objectives outlined 

in the introduction section.
– Develop a logical linkage from the data and findings to the conclusions.
– Provide interpretation for each of the results presented.
– Show how the results are consistent with what other investigators have 

reported or explain how, and why there are any differences.
– Demonstrate the importance of the research and why it deserves publication.
– Mention any limitations of the research and why, despite these limitations, the 

research is important and adds to our knowledge base.
– Describe logical extensions of the research and provide direction for future 

research.

Source: LaPlaca, P., Lindgreen, A., & Vanhamme, J. (2018). How to write really good articles for premier academic journals. Industrial Marketing Management, 68, 202-209.



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

Writing:
– Readability:

• Use active voice (We designed the next three studies to test the propositions) instead of passive 
voice (The next three studies were designed to test the propositions) throughout the paper. Passive 
voice is typically inferior and comparatively clumsy to active voice, and journal style rewrites most 
passive sentences to active ones.

• Keep sentences short so the reader does not get lost before the end of a sentence.
– Grammar and spelling
– Paragraphing
– Headings and subheadings (usually maximum of 3 levels)

Formatting:
– Page (or word) limit
– Paper size (letter vs. A4) and layout (margins)
– Line and character spacing
– Font type and size
– Notation (e.g. “In Equation 1, we …” vs. “In (1), we …”; “0.95” vs. “.95”; italic for certain characters only; etc.)

Source: https://www.ama.org/publications/JournalOfMarketing/Pages/jm-submission-guidelines.aspx



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

Tables and Figures :
– Usually not embedded in the text but placed at the end of the document.
– Indicate appropriate placement in text (e.g. “Insert Table 1 about here”)
– Numbered in the order in which they are to appear
– Should have titles that reflect the takeaway (e.g. “Factors That Impact Pre-purchase 

Word-of-Mouth Recommendation” are for more effective than “Study 1: Results”)

References:
– Cite references that are relevant, important, and recent.
– Ensure accuracy in authors’ names, work titles, volume and issue numbers, and pages.
– No missing or superfluous references.
– Format accordingly (APA, Harvard, etc).

Source: https://www.ama.org/publications/JournalOfMarketing/Pages/jm-submission-guidelines.aspx



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

Elsevier and Sage’s American 
Psychological Association Style

General

• “&” in citations

• Numbered—Unnumbered 
headings

• Unstructured abstract

• Examples:

• J. of Bus. Research

• Marketing Theory

Emerald’s Harvard Style

• Italics “et al.” in citations

• “and” in citations

• “Vol. No. pp.” in references

• Numbered headings

• Structured abstract

• Examples: 

• Eur. J. of Marketing

• Internet Research

Council of Science Editors (CSE) 
Citation-Sequence Style

• Numbered citations

• Numbered references

• Numbered—Unnumbered 
headings

• Unstructured abstract

• Examples:

• Int. J. of Elec. Commerce

• J. of Comp. Info. Systems

Know the formatting of your target journals



Writing the (devils in the) manuscript

See “What is a research paper and how 
can I write a (really) good one (quickly)”

See “The Accelerated Art of Getting 
Published”
– Why publish? 

Intellectual ambition + professional 
development!

– When should I start publishing? 
Now!

– How to address the barriers to 
publishing? 
Solutions to create time + money!

– How to get published with agility? 
Fundamentals + Accelerators!

Source: https://www.masterresearcher.com/seminar



Dealing with (devilish) editors and reviewers

When the decision arrives, read it carefully a few times. Try to 
understand what the editors and reviewers are really saying. View the 
discussion from their eyes.

If the editors and reviewers have made comments that indicate they 
misunderstood your point, you may not have written with sufficient 
clarity.

Have colleagues read the paper and comments from the editors and 
reviewers, as well as provide their own comments.

Attend to their comments and suggestions to the extent possible, even 
if you will be sending the revised manuscript to a different journal.

Source: Levy, M., & Grewal, D. (2007). Publishing perspectives from the editors. Journal of Retailing, 83(3), 247-252.



Dealing with (devilish) editors and reviewers

If the reviewer is an expert in the field, the chances are quite 
good he or she sits on other editorial boards and may be asked 
to review the paper for another journal.
Ignoring reviewers’ suggestions is a sure way to get a 
subsequent negative review.
If there are conflicting comments, the editor (or associate 
editor) should provide a road map for revision.
Keep responses polite and constructive, even if you disagree with 
the comments.

Source: Levy, M., & Grewal, D. (2007). Publishing perspectives from the editors. Journal of Retailing, 83(3), 247-252.



Concluding remarks

3 key takeaways!



Key takeaway 1:

If we knew what it was we were doing, 
it would not be called research.

Albert Einstein, 1921 Nobel Prize for Physics



Key takeaway 2:

Research is to see what everybody else has seen
and to think what nobody else has thought.

Albert Szent-Györgyi, 1937 Nobel Prize for Medicine



Key takeaway 3:

If I have seen further than others,
it is only because I was standing on the shoulders of giants.

Isaac Newton



Collaboration with Swinburne Sarawak’s FBDA



Collaboration with Swinburne Sarawak’s FBDA



Collaboration with Swinburne Sarawak’s FBDA

Faculty of Business, Design and Arts: 
https://www.swinburne.edu.my/directory/faculty-of-business-design-and-
arts.php

Sarawak’s value proposition:
1. Access to Sarawak State Government (for funding + impact projects)

2. Access to HDR students (who needs a Swinburne Australia supervisor)

3. Access to manpower (from a pool of 38 business, 8 design, and 5 arts academics)

4. Access to impact stories for academic promotion 
(e.g. international network, knowledge transfer, mentorship, community impact)




